
2 Player Puerto Rico 
 
Use the regular rules except where noted. 
 
Game Preparation: 
 
Per Player: 1 player board, 3 Doubloons, 1 Indigo (for 
governor); 1 corn (for 2nd player) 
 
Plantations: Remove 3 of each type of plantation from the 
game. Uncover 3 plantations (one more than the number of 
players) 
 
Quarries: Remove 3 Quarries from the game (use 5 quarry 
tiles) 
 
Buildings: Use 2 of each Production building, and 1 of each 
Violet building 
 
Victory Points: 65 total Victory Points 
 
Colonists: 40 (in supply) + 2 on the colonist ship (minimum 
= player number) 
 
Goods: Remove 2 of each type of good from the game 
 
Cargo Ships: Use the 4 and 6 capacity cargo ships 
 
Trading House: No change 
 
Role Cards: Remove 1 prospector from the game 
 
Game Sequence: 
The Governor begins and selects a role. Subsequently the 
players alternate selecting roles until both players have 
selected 3 roles. Place one Doubloon on the remaining role 
card. The Governor then changes to the second player and 
the above sequences is repeated. All further rules are the 
same as in the Multiplayer game. 

The 6 Player Varient by Kendall Johns. (see the Setup Chart for additional playing pieces needed from a 
second copy of the game)  He uses more VPs, plantation tiles and quarries, goods, and buildings. He starts 
each player with 5 doubloons. He adds one more of each of the small violet buildings, one of each of the 
production buildings and an additional large purple building (a “Church”, which awards 1 VP for each 2 
doubloons the player has at game's end). The biggest difference is the ninth Character card. Kendall's is a 
Politician, in which the player taking it can choose any role used previously that round, but they don't get the 
privilege (alternatively, the player can take one doubloon).  However two “two sided’ cards: a Pirate/ Prospector 
and a Politician / Prospector can be used for two of the three Prospectors needed for a Six Player game. The 
Pirate may steal one good; and one colonist (from San Juan, or a Plantation). 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Another 6 player variant uses the same set-up as for 5 players, with the exceptions that three indigo and 
three corn are distributed at the start, one extra colonist and one extra plantation are available for their 
respective phases, and the Governor has to be chosen as a role for the first turn position to change hands. This 
works fairly well; most commonly the first turn order moves anti-clockwise. We allow a building end when one 
player gets 10 buildings out.  
 
If the Governor role is still available for the last player, taking it instead of another role will add a doubloon to 
that role, give first pick to the player who immediately gets to choose the role with a doubloon added, and quite 
possibly first choice of roles the next turn if nobody else takes Governor from him/her. 
 
After a few 6 player games this way it seems that, since the choice players most often go for is one immediately 
beneficial to themselves, knowing this allows the astute player to plan turns ahead. For example, if I know the 
player to my right has just produced a vast amount of corn and would benefit most from the Captain role, I 
might choose Governor so that the next turn I get the opportunity to ship first (if somebody else doesn't ship for 
the remainder of this one) so that I can lock them out of all those VP. 
 
This 6 player variant works well for a number of reasons: 
1. When turn order changes it most frequently goes in the reverse direction; this counters the often stated 
disadvantage that the last player has of not having the earliest or an earlier choice of a role until a number of 
turns have transpired (not generally a disadvantage in games with fewer players, as only 3 turns maximum will 
have gone before the last player is Governor in a 3-4 player game.  
2. Some strategies become more subtle; it is likely that most if not all roles will come out during the turn, and 
players have to influence as best they can the order in which this will be done. Sometimes this means 
sacrificing a role with an action this turn to gain first choice next turn (by taking the Governor).  
3. No extra equipment is required (except perhaps a player's board, though this is not essential); so anybody 
with a 5-player copy ought to give it a try. Some have argued that extra VP, buildings, plantations and colonists 
are necessary for 6 players, but I don't think so. From experience, colonists are plentiful, VP are just as tight as 
they need be (because no extra equipment is used) and why use extra buildings and plantations? 

 



Puerto Rico Set Up Chart 
2 Players 3 Players 4 Players 5 Players 6 Players 

42 Colonists 58 Colonists 79 Colonists 100 Colonists 121 Colonists 

65 VPs 75 VPs 100 VPs 122 VPs 150 VPs  (28 extra) 

5 Quarries 8 Quarries 8 Quarries 8 Quarries 10 Quarries 

7 Corn Plantations 10 Corn Plantations 10 Corn Plantations 10 Corn Plantations 12 Corn Plantations 

9 Indigo Plantations 12 Indigo Plantations 12 Indigo Plantations 12 Indigo Plantations 15 Indigo Plantations 

8 Sugar Plantations 11 Sugar Plantations 11 Sugar Plantations 11 Sugar Plantations 14 Sugar Plantations 

6 Tobacco Plantations 9 Tobacco Plantations 9 Tobacco Plantations 9 Tobacco Plantations 11 Tobacco Plantations 

5 Coffee Plantations 8 Coffee Plantations 8 Coffee Plantations 8 Coffee Plantations 10 Coffee Plantations 

8 Corn Goods 10 Corn Goods 10 Corn Goods 10 Corn Goods 12 Corn Goods 

9 Indigo Goods 11 Indigo Goods 11 Indigo Goods 11 Indigo Goods 14 Indigo Goods 

9 Sugar Goods 11 Sugar Goods 11 Sugar Goods 11 Sugar Goods 14 Sugar Goods 

7 Tobacco Goods 9 Tobacco Goods 9 Tobacco Goods 9 Tobacco Goods 11 Tobacco Goods 

7 Coffee Goods 9 Coffee Goods 9 Coffee Goods 9 Coffee Goods 11 Coffee Goods 

Prospector   (Each Plays 3 roles) No Prospector Prospector 2 Prospectors /  Pirate Politician 3 Prospectors /  Pirate Politician 

Ships: 4, 6  Ships: 4, 5, 6 Ships: 5, 6, 7 Ships: 6, 7, 8 Ships: 7, 8, 9 

3 Doubloons 2 Doubloons 3 Doubloons 4 Doubloons 5 Doubloons 

Player 1 Indigo 2 Corn Players 1 & 2 Indigo,            3 
Corn 

Players 1 & 2 Indigo     3 & 4 
Corn 

Players 1, 2 & 3 Indigo       4 
& 5 Corn 

Players 1, 2 and 3 Indigo          
3, 4 & 5 Corn 

3 Face Up Plantations 4 Face Up Plantations 5 Face Up Plantations 6 Face Up Plantations 7 Face Up Plantations 

2 production 1 Violet each    Add large Church, 1 each 
production and small violet 



Player  with GOVERNOR card goes first 
After all players have selected a role, the Governor moves to the 
next player, and a doubloon is placed on any unused roles 
 (taken by the next player to select the role) 
 
The game ends at the end of the round one of following occur: 
• the Colonist Ship couldn’t be fully replenished 
• all the VP tokens are used up 
• at least one player has filled their twelfth city space 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

SETTLER:    
Action may select one new plantation from those available  
(face up) 
Privilege 
may select a quarry instead 
 
Clean Up 
discard remaining plantations and draw set of new ones 

 
Construction Hut 
provides option of taking quarry instead of plantation 
 
Hacienda 
may take an additional plantation from face down  
draw pile but must place it 

 
Hospice 
when a plantation/quarry is placed (excluding that  
caused by hacienda) then a colonist from the general  

           supply (or Colonist Ship if the supply is empty) is placed 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
BUILDER:  
Action may select one building from supply (if not  
already have) 
 
Privilege 
building costs 1 doubloon less 
 
 
 

 University 
when building is built then one colonist is taken from 
 the general supply (or Colonist Ship if the supply is  

                        empty) and  placed on the newly placed building 
 
    Quarry 
   reduces the cost of building by 1 doubloon (limited by  
   the column that the building comes from) 

 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

MAYOR 
Action receive one colonist from Colonist Ship in turn until  
ship is empty, and freely distribute colonists 
 
Privilege 
receive an extra colonist from the general supply (not ship) 
 
Clean Up 
Replenish ship with a colonist for each free space on all  

                players’ buildings (not plantations), or the number of players if more 
 

------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
PROSPECTOR          / POLITICIAN 
Action                Action        
None                            Re-use a Role card 
                                       By exchanging this card  
                     OR          With one already played 
Privilege 
take 1 doubloon                              Privilege 
 from bank                            None 

CRAFTSMAN:  
Action produce all goods in turn (if available in supply) 
 
Privilege 
take an extra good (of a type that produced) after normal  
production 

 
 
 

 Factory 
receive 1, 2, 3 or 5 doubloons for producing goods of two, three, 
four or all five types respectively 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

CAPTAIN:  
Action must ship as much of one type of good as possible  
until no more goods can be shipped by any player. Ships  
may only hold goods of one type and not the same type as  
another ship  
 
Privilege 
Receive 1 extra VP (only if actually ship some goods) 
 
Clean Up players throw away all goods not shipped except  

one barrel of their choice and full ships are emptied  
 

 Harbor 
gain 1 VP for each group of barrels supplied to a ship 
(including those supplied using wharf)  
 
 Small Warehouse 
may keep goods of one type (in addition to normal one 
barrel) when cleaning up after shipping  

 
 Large Warehouse 
may keep goods of two types (in addition to normal one 
barrel and small warehouse)  after shipping 

 
 Wharf 
may be chosen (once per round) instead normal ship.  
Goods of any one type are returned to supply for VPs 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

TRADER:  
Action  may sell one good to Trading House (if it is not full and  
doesn’t already have same type of good) 
 
Privilege receive 1 extra doubloon (only if actually sell) 
 
Clean Up  if full then empty Trading House may trade goods  
of the same type as  lready in the Trading House 

 
 Small Market 
receive an extra doubloon if a good is traded 
 
 Large Market 
receive two extra doubloons if a good is traded 
 
 Office 
may trade goods of the same type as already in  
the Trading House 

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

PROSPECTOR      / POLITICIAN  
Action                    Action        
None                            Take one colonist 
                                       From another player  
                     OR           Take one trade good 
                         From another player 
Privilege 
take 1 doubloon                              Privilege 
 from bank                            None  



 

Corrections or constructive criticisms?   Email: delta1119@earthlink.net Michael Weston, 2009 

Puerto RicoPuerto RicoPuerto RicoPuerto Rico Quick Reference Quick Reference Quick Reference Quick Reference    
 
Setup – see Set Up Chart. N is the number of players. 
1 – Each players gets a player board and (N– 1) doubloons. 
2 – Start player takes the Governor card – Players place appropriate Plantation Tiles.  
3 – Set Quarry tiles in a separate stack. All other tiles are shuffled and placed face-down in 5 roughly equal stacks. Turn 

(N + 1) tiles face-up. 
4 – Choose the ship that has (N + 1) squares on it. Take it and the next 2 in sequence and place beside the main board. 

Other ships are not used 
5 – Place all buildings on their spaces on the main board. Place doubloons in the Bank space. 
6 - Place everything else beside the main board (Role cards, Colonist Ship, Trading House, colonists, goods, victory chips). 
7 – Add the contents of the 4th and 5th player bags for 4 and 5 player games. 
8 – Place N colonists on the Colonist Ship. 
 
Turn Overview 
 
A round consists of each player choosing a role. Every player has the opportunity to use the action of each role chosen. 
1) Starting with the Governor, each player chooses a role, performs the action and privilege, and each player in turn may 

perform the role’s action.  
 - Only the choosing player may benefit from the role’s special privilege. 
 -  The choosing player always goes first. 
 -  A role must be chosen, but the action is optional, except for the Captain. 
 -  Each role may only be chosen once per round. (Unless the Politician Card is in play) 
 -  If there were any doubloons on the role card, the choosing player receives them. 
2) After each player has chosen a role, and every player has had the chance to perform every action, the round ends. 
 a) Place 1 doubloon each on any of  the roles that weren’t chosen that round. 
 b) Replace all used roles. 
 c) Pass the Governor card to the left. Another round is begun, beginning with the new Governor. 
 
 
Loading/shipping rules 

- Each ship is limited to 1 type of good (no mixing) and each ship must carry a different type of good (no duplicates). 
- A player must load all the goods of a type that he can – none may be held back if there is space for them on the ship. 
- A player does not have to load the type that will load the most goods – he simply must load all he can of the type 

he chooses to load. 
- A player receives 1 VP for each good (not type) that he loaded onto a ship. These should be kept secret. 

 
Game Over 
The games ends at the end of a round when any 1 of these 3 conditions is met: 

- Not enough colonists to fill the colonist ship as required 
- At least 1 player builds on his 12th city space  
- The last victory chip is used.  

Each player calculates his victory points:  
Value of VP chips + VP value of buildings (regardless of occupancy) + bonus VPs of occupied large buildings 

 

The player with the most VPs is the winner. If players are tied, the one with the most money & goods (1 good = 1 
doubloon) wins. 

 
Clarifications/Errata 

- Unoccupied buildings and tiles never function. 
- You must perform the action to benefit from the privilege. 
- The maximum number of quarries that may reduce a buildings cost is listed at the top of each column. 
- Money and goods should be freely seen, but VP chips should be kept secret. 
- Guild Hall: bonus points are only for production buildings (mill/storage/roaster). 
- Residence: “occupied” should be replaced with “filled.” Each plantation space with a tile on it is counted, 

regardless of occupancy. 
 




